Combine and separate satellite and antenna signals

Consolidate satellite and antenna signals into a single path. Use a second to separate the signals. For use with quad shield cable. For indoor or outdoor use.

- Enjoy a better, brighter picture
  - Minimum signal loss
- Enjoy extended durability
  - Corrosion-resistant connections
Digital satellite diplexer

Specifications

Packaging
- EAN/UPC/GTIN: 6 09585 11986 4
- Quantity: 1
- Gross Weight: 0.45 kg
- Tare Weight: 0.05 kg
- Net Weight: 0.40 kg
- Length: 19.7 cm
- Width: 10.8 cm
- Height: 4.4 cm

Inner Carton
- EAN/UPC/GTIN: 1 06 09585 11986 1
- Quantity: 6
- Gross Weight: 3.05 kg
- Tare Weight: 0.35 kg
- Net Weight: 2.70 kg
- Length (cm): 27.8 cm
- Width (cm): 9.3 cm
- Height (cm): 2.7 cm

Outer Carton
- EAN/UPC/GTIN: 2 06 09585 11986 8
- Quantity: 72
- Gross Weight: 10.0 kg
- Tare Weight: 1.80 kg
- Net Weight: 8.20 kg
- Length (cm): 46.5 cm
- Width (cm): 38.0 cm
- Height (cm): 26.4 cm

Product highlights

Corrosion-resistant connection
24K gold-electroplated connectors create secure and extremely durable connections that optimize signal quality and deliver the best picture and data transfer.

Minimum signal loss
Signal information is inevitably lost going from any digital source to any TV. Minimum signal loss means you only lose the least amount of that signal information.